


Teach Arts Ohio
Customizable Artist Residency 

for PK-12 students in Ohio’s 

Schools

Teach Arts Ohio (TAO) program brings schools 

and community organizations together with 

teaching artists to share engaging, personal, high-

quality arts learning experiences.  Engagements 

can vary from short introductory exposures 

lasting just a few days to in-depth immersive 

experiences spanning a full school year.  Creative 

and experienced teaching artists, through TAO 

grant awards, offer learners the opportunity to 

participate in a unique creative process, bridge 

cultural differences, develop fresh ways of 

learning through the arts, and realize lasting 

benefits from in-person contact and collaboration 

with professional artists who are experienced in 

working with school age children and youth.  TAO 

is an opportunity to bring a professional teaching 

artist into a school to supplement arts instruction.  

Through a collaborative effort between teachers, 

artists, and administrators, the program supports 

in-depth, sustained arts instruction and does not 

reduce a school’s commitment to the arts.  



I AM STRONGER  ~  TAISHA

I AM STRONGER  ~  

TAISHA
My habits I had as a freshman weren't good, I hung out with the 

wrong people, I didn't do my work, and skipped class.  I just 

thought it was a game really, it wasn't good for me. As a growing 

young lady, I decided this year to change, so I volunteered to talk 

to freshman. One student he asked me if high school was brutal as 

a freshman? I told him, well it wasn't that brutal for me because I 

did everything in my power to fit in so nobody would bully me or 

whatever, but little did I know the tough and intimidating people 

who I hung out with was how the other students perceived me.  I 

asked him if things are hard for him, like are kids bullying him, he 

said yeah they are.  I do get bullied, and I said well, I don't want 

you to keep that to yourself, I want you to trust an adult or talk to 

your counselors or maybe even another student. Just don't keep it 

in, don't bottle it all up inside. You have to let that out because it's 

not going to be good for you at the end of the day, I don't want you 

to have depression because depression is not a good thing, it's not 

good at all, you have to take it very seriously. 

When I lived in Brooklyn, my second oldest brother hung out with a 

bad group of kids too, we both made some pretty bad decisions. 

He flunked, didn't do good at all, and he was trying to tell me. I was 

like man whatever, it's not that serious, but experiencing for myself 

I'm like, Wow, I should have really listened to him cause now I 

have to take a classes again.

Every morning, I think what can I do different than yesterday, You 

can't just keep setting goals and be like I'm going to start on this 

next week, or Sunday I'm going to do it, no. If you don't start it then 

and there, it's never going to get done, so you’ve just got to put 

everything aside that's not important and get your priorities 

straight, Hanging out with friends is not that important, making sure 

you turn in all your work, making sure you reach out when 

somethings wrong is important, there's things you must prioritize.  

You got to go to school for you, don't go to school for your mom, or 

dad, because at the end of the day it's for yourself. Do you, For 

you, not for your friends or for anybody else...for yourself.
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I AM AN ARTIST  ~  

DIEGO



My Story
I AM RARE  ~  ANIA

“In order to be free, we must learn to let 

go. Release the hurt. Release the fear. 

Refuse to entertain the pain.”

~ Ania
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I AM A PHOTOGRAPHER ~  

RIN

I’ve always had a hard childhood, barely fitting 

in, getting bullied.  But still back then I was more 

active and I did talk more.  My family had money 

issues, so I didn’t have alot of nice things.  My 

anxiety and depression wasn’t as bad.  I still 

thought I wasn’t good enough to fit in.  I always 

tried my best to keep my grades up.  I used to 

draw to escape reality because of things that 

are too dark to tell.  

Now I have new friends and I’m living in a new 

place.  Anxiety and depression get out of hand 

and there are very few things that make me 

happy.  I’ve had my share of life hitting me.  My 

ideal future, honestly I’ll be surprised if I make it 

to 30.   My ideal future would be to travel around 

the world as a photographer.  
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I AM AN ATHLETE  ~  

CHRIS
In his life he was always doubted by 

people, his friends, his coaches, 

and evne family members.  He has 

always been told he was not big 

enough, not fast enough, he will 

always be short and just like his 

father.  But he did not allow all the 

negativity to derail him.  He never 

listened, instead he spent hours, 

days, weeks, and years trying to 

perfect his craft to become a 

professional athlete.  According to 

him, what has pushed me to 

overcome obstacles in life and in 

sports are lots of words of 

encouragement from my mom, 

friends, and some family members.  

He looks up to pro athletes and 

watches documentaries to see what 

he needs to do to better himself.  

He says to himself each day, “If my 

favorite athletes can make it, I can 

too!”

He hopes he can inspire other 

teens to follow their dreams and 

push through whatever it takes to 

achieve their goals in books, or 

sports or whatever.  Dream big and 

stay true to yourself.
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I AM PERSISTENT  ~  

REBEKAH

High school is a busy time where young adults are 

trying to figure out who they are and what they want to 

be in the future. Rebekah Revadelo is a junior at 

WYHS and she’ll be the first to tell you she has no idea 

what she wants to be. So she’s packing her schedule 

with everything she enjoys. But she’s also a student 

and that doesn’t leave her with a lot of free time. When 

you’re a three-sport athlete, you’re constantly running 

between activities. Now add in theater, band, and choir, 

and you get Rebekah…an overachieving high-schooler 

who is doing more things than she has time for. But 

how does she know what’s really important? What 

should take priority if she doesn’t know what she wants 

out of it all? How can she think about the future when 

she’s too busy thinking about how to get from one 

activity to another right now? Don’t worry. She  

explained in her TEDx Yearling Rd talk.



I AM A LEADER  ~  TAJAI

I was born in Boone, North Carolina. My parents were never 

married, and they separated when i was 3 years old. I had to 

go through the constant fighting and arguing of my parents. I 

eventually developed anger issues , and acted in similar 

manners of my parents. In middle school, I surrounded myself 

around people who wouldn't push me to do better. Even 

though I was on a bad path, there was always a light inside of 

me that pushed me to be the best person I can be.

My freshman year of highschool is when i decided that I 

wanted to start over and  be better than before. I switched 

school districts and made better friends than the ones before. I 

also joined the football and track team. The people and 

activities I surrounded myself , transformed me into the person 

I am today. I am no longer quick to anger my career interest 

change, and I have a positive outlook on life. My current 

challenges are being able to stay the same improved person 

after switching districts again, and being away from my close 

friends. 

My ideal future would include going to college, and graduating 

with a major related to business. I want to move to California 

and make a good salary over $80,000. This will require hard 

work and perseverance, So I plan on developing myself even 

more in college. I also plan of focusing on my mental and 

physical health in the future. In my future, I want to be more of 

a leader for myself and others. These goals will take time and 

patience, so during that time I will have to make sure I am 

better than I was before.
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I AM  #1 ~  RAYMELL

I AM  #1 ~  RAYMELLIn 2015 I started high school and I always told myself 

when I was a kid I wanted to play varsity football. My 

freshman year I was on scout offense and I always went 

all out in practice. I used to try my best to let the coaches 

see my talent.  I went from third team quarterback to 

second team quarterback. Game by game went  by and 

all I did was sit on the sideline.  One game day my dad 

told me, today I feel like it's your day, so like any other 

day I just went with the flow and did what I usually do. I 

sat the whole first half of the game then my time came -

our quarterback got injured and it was my time to shine. 

Coaches called me into the coaching office, I was more 

nervous than I ever been in my life, the coaches told me 

to be calm and play my game. The second half started 

and that’s when my time came we were losing 14-7, I 

scored a 15 yard touchdown in my first ever varsity 

game. I felt so good! I noticed that I should just play my 

game and be me. In the fourth quarter I scored a 85 yard 

touchdown.My dad told me it was my night and it has 

actually came. I have done what I was supposed to with 

the time that I had.

That Monday is when I stopped thinking about school 

and all I thought about was sports, I would procrastinate 

in class, I would just socialize and worry about football. 

My junior year I was told I need to get my grades up to 

play in college, so my junior year I had to go all out and 

do everything in my power just to get some notice from 

any colleges. If I was to do my everything earlier in high 

school everything would be a smooth sail.

DON'T WASTE TIME MAKE EVERY MINUTE WORTH 

IT IT ALL COMES BACK AROUND TO YOU.
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I grew up with generalized anxiety disorder, which 

made things like school harder. I still deal with 

these problems, but they got a bit easier to deal 

with. 

Right now I am an aspiring writer and illustrator for 

my own comic books. I'm still trying to deal with my 

anxiety and my depression through my art. 

My future is safe. No fear, no depression, just me 

and my comics. I’ll be more secure with who I am 

and what I’ve been through. 

I AM ‘TRYING MY BEST’  ~  

HOPE
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I AM MOTIVATED  ~  

DEJA

I used to be afraid of change.  I was quiet and not 

very outspoken, so i would take things as they were 

instead of doing something about it.  Being forced to 

confront changes in my life and growth allowed me to 

overcome challenges within myself.

Now I can openly express myself and bring about the 

differences I want to see.  I’m still a calm, collected 

person, but I’m also more social and less stay to 

myself.  A strength now is adapting to my situations.  

A challenge I’m facing now is time management and 

alloting my time.

Hopefully, I’ll learn how to allot my time efficiently.  I 

want to take steps to be successful; my life will be full 

of change that I embrace. 
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I AM HELPFUL  ~  MICHAEL

I went through alot.  I was homeless for most of 

my young life and my mom helped us alot and 

got a house and got us back on our feet

I am recently homeless again.  My family lost our 

house about a year ago and I live with a friend 

from school and my family lives with my uncle.

I plan on helping my family out and getting us a 

house and when everything settled and good 

then I’m moving to Florida with my uncle and 

hopefully live there for the rest of my life. 
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I MAKE GOOD CHOICES  ~  JEREMIAH

In my hood we have drug stores on every corner.  

In my hood we have police cars strolling past.  

In my hood we have convicted felons, thieves, killers etc... 

In my hood we have pregnant teenagers.  

In my hood we have junkies that spend their last dollar on 

drugs. 

In my hood we have single mothers. 

In my hood we have gun violence. 

In my hood we’ve got fights going on.  

In my hood we have families that are on a low  income, 

struggling.  

In my hood we’ve got kids playing football in the yard, playing 

basketball on goals. 

In my hood we had the highest murder rates.  

In my hood, it’s where it gets hectic.  

Where I come from...  if we don't know you and 

you're in the wrong territory, you get dealt with.  

In my hood we have gang members. 

In my hood we struggle.

In my hood... we get it... how we live...

BUT IT CAN ALL CHANGE WITH YOU MAKING THE RIGHT 

CHOICES.



I AM AMBITIOUS ~  LOCKE

Of course we want to grow up to take care of our parents.  I 

grew up with a mother who couldn’t afford the things that I 

wanted like shoes and the things she wanted. So when I 

grow up to be something I wanna buy her a house and 

make her dreams come true, the dreams that couldn’t 

happen because she never had enough money to pursue 

her dreams.  I want to repay her for being the mama that 

was always there for me.  The idea of seeing your mama’s 

eyes light up when her dreams come true is the best thing 

that could happen to a son or anyone in the world. 

I AM AMBITIOUS ~  LOCKE
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I AM WHAT MADE ME ~  

FERNANDO

When I was a kid I didn’t know what I wanted to be 

or do as a hobby or job.  In the future I would like 

to do things that I love to do which one of them 

was drawing.  I would draw things that I like or 

things that I would see and draw them.   

The me right now just loves to do what he loves to 

do and a part of that is drawing, I am filled with 

ideas and some idea of anything, anyway.  I am a 

drawer and I like that I am filled with ideas.  

I would like to see myself with better skills and 

brighter ideas on drawings other things even be 

able to surprise myself with what I could become in 

the future.  This is one of the things I would love to 

do in the future and this would be my choice.  
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I AM LOVING ~ 

McKINSEY

The Past

I have depression but I’m still coming to 

school and doing work and getting through.

The Present

I am McKinsey, I like basketball.  I like talking 

to people and I lost my best friend.  I am 

different from my past self because when I get 

sad I play with fidgets.  My strengths are 

basketball and my personality.  I am facing 

depression.  

The Future

I’ll be saving people’s lives and be an EMT.

I won’t be sad.  



I AM RESILIENT ~  NICK

I’ve had to go through losing a lot of friends 

through the years, and being diagnosed with 

autism in 8th grade.  Before I was …… not 

studying like I was supposed to but… my attitude 

changed and now I’m better

I’m definitely different than I was before but…. 

Sometimes I still can’t concentrate, I love school 

it’s just sometimes I can’t focus.  But I usually 

rein myself in and focus on my work.  And my 

current love is for architecture and I feel confident 

in my work.  

In the future,  would have a kid I adopted who 

trains in my DoJo (self defense), which will be my 

side job, and I would be an architect.  I would 

love my jobs and concentrate on being a good 

DoJo instructor for my kid. 
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I AM INDEPENDENT ~ 

MICHAEL

I don’t have a good past, I grew up without a father, my mother 

was around but she had three jobs, so my brother raised me.  

Then my little sister was born my brother stopped raising me so I 

had to raise my sister.  I was five at the time.  I never had any 

friends growing up I was bullied a lot, I had my first friend in 8th 

grade that’s when the bullying stopped.  Then short after I joined 

the high school football team I quit sophomore year because they 

bullied me.  

Now I know a lot of people but keep my circle very small because 

I don’t trust anyone, I don’t because the rest of my family see me 

as a dissapointment. So because of them, I’m very independent, I 

rely on noone and never ask for help.  If someone says some 

mean stuff to me, I punch them in the throat.  I used to cry myself 

to sleep.  

My ideal future is to be away from everyone at least away from all 

the bad people and to be successful with a nice house and in a 

peaceful area where people's houses near me aren’t getting shot 

up and robbed everyday.



Those everyday, American eyes focused, 

piercing right through me 

zipped up in that soft 100% organic, virgin wool, cotton hoodie 

with no GMO's,

no nitrates, no antibiotics, 

no hormones, USDA organic 

Safely I walk in my OVERSIZED Black hoodie showing no fear  

where you can't see my dress pants and belt

hidden by my oversized hoodie.

In my hood, it’s seen as weak and nerdy 

cause I used to get chased  

by the big kids that were expelled from High School.  

I hesitantly walk to school early enough 

to beat the crowd at the corner store 

buying Now and Laters candy, Sour Patches, and of course 

Skittles.  

Skittles make me think of Trayvon Martin.  

I wonder if he felt sheltered by his mother’s umbilical cord 

as that long sleeve hoodie kept him warm, 

or was that hoodie like mom's placenta 

where its pockets held the nourishment of this former, 

now teen age walking ex-fetus, 

that no longer needed amniotic fluid 

or the sac that carried him from the womb 

to the birth canal given life to someone that felt safe 

in their hood as a teenager.

We all arrived at the school from around corners, alleys, 

and across other people’s yards 

carrying our book bags 

walking in summer Nike slides safe in our hoodie!  

Angelically covered in our long-sleeved hoodies 

peeking eyes through our hoods 

pulled tight around our faces 

causing only eye contact 

until we walk through the school doors...

SAFE IN MY HOOD ~ DUARTE
PULL THOSE HOODIES DOWN off of your heads! 

It is now US against THEM.  

Why can't I wear my hoodie in school?  

Like the turtle, the hood is my protective shell.

It's my portable hiding place, it's my safe space, 

it's where I escape from arguments,

It's where I listen without being seen.

In my hood... it's my fetal element I feel warm.  

In my hood... I can stop the teacher from choosing me for 

answers.  

In my hood... I feel protected. 

But hold on my young, hood wearing Friend. 

I give you permission to wear your hood in my class 

If you listen to me now 

Buried in you 

lies unopened untapped resources.

It is my job to instruct you but it is my desire to learn how you 

learn.  

It is as important to discover your strengths, abilities, 

and your intuitive creativity. 

It’s hard work but the reward is watching you thrive. 

You may need your hoodie now 

but by the by time this school year ends 

you will be willing to reach back to the hood you grew up in or 

one like it and give your angelic hoodie to the next one who 

might need it. 



What makes our model 

work...

An approach that is organic, inclusive, collaborative & 

reflective
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.                     Crafting a Residency → Pro Tips                    

.
★ Choose a residency artist that is 

reflective of the student & 

school community

★ Honor the fabric of your 

population

★ Collaborate, collaborate, 

collaborate

★ Build a residency team with a 

common mission and vision

★ Meet often, discuss the big 

picture

★ Keep students at the heart of the 

decision making, practice and 

★ Trust the creative process to 

help you navigate & define the 

residency

★ Seek out community 

partnerships

★ Support the professional artist’s 

studio practice & entrepreneurial 

needs 

★ Document the experience as 

much as possible, through 

various media

★ Dream Big! 



COLLABORATIVE 

CREATIVES CULTIVATING 

CRAFT 

Whitehall-Yearling High School

675 S.Yearling Rd.

Whitehall, OH 43213

(614)417-5100

Richard Duarte Brown

mail@duartescollectivegroup.co

m

DuartesCollectiveGroup.com

Sarah Hebdo

hebdos@wcsrams.org

Mindy Staley

staleym@wcsrams.org

CONTACT US

with any comments 

or questions 

mailto:mail@duartescollectivegroup.com
mailto:hebdos@wcsrams.org
mailto:staleym@wcsrams.org


TEDx Yearling Road



Layers of Life exhibition

at the McConnell Art Center



The Bridge: moving from teaching art 

to teaching to think like an artist

Teaching art or teaching to think like an 

artist? 

| Cindy Foley | TEDxColumbus



Rosemore Middle School



Taking the Stairs… 



Arts Alive Posters & T-Shirts



RAMS WAY & Dream 

Big 

Collaborative School 

Signs



Talent Show Backdrops 

Collaborative Cityscapes



Transit Arts

Youth Art Month Event



Whitehall-Yearling High School



Demonstrati

ng 

Techniques 

&

Drawing 

Student 

Portraits



Silkscreening T-shirts for the Hall (School Store)



Collaborative Pieces



Affirmation Cards 

● Find images of kids that Duarte 

painted. 

● Fit them into the template - Mindy

● Print cards - Mindy

● Complete the I AM statement.

● On the back - words about the 

student

● Kids:

○ Melvin Tinsley

○ Mekayla Collins

○ Taisha Johnson

○ Jeremiah Joseph

○ Rebekah Revaldo

○ Maheder Melakie 

○ Fernando Salcido

○ Mackenzie Maxstead

○ Hope Long

○ Kelvin Guiterez

○ Tajia Walters

○ Tyree Whatley

Crafting Artist Residencies in Schools

1. Brief introduction focusing on Need

2. Group cards activity

a. Distribute (as participants arrive)

b. Think Pair Share

3. What makes our model work

Slide - Sarah

Connecting with the creative process

Connecting with the 8 studio habits of 

mind

TAB

4. Artist viewpoint and Educator viewpoint cycle

Divide the slides into which viewpoint

Meet together Monday to re-

arrange slides

Reminder about empowering Rosemore

The progress/strength of the continuation

Add to the slides and update

Flow between the 3 of us and imitate model



Teaching for 

Artistic Behavior


